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caused him not a little vexation. As may well be imagined,
Philip V. never spoke of these delicate matters to me, but I was
not less well informed of them elsewhere.
The Queen desired not less to abandon Spain, which she
hated, and to return into France and reign, where she hoped
to lead a life of less seclusion, and much mor-e agreeable.
Notwithstanding all I have said, it is perfectly true that
Philip V. was but little troubled by the wars he made, that he
was fond of enterprises, and that his passion was to be respected
and dreaded, and to figure grandly in Europe.
But let me now more particularly describe the Queen.
This princess had much intellect and natural graces, which
she knew how to put to account. Her sense, her reflection, and
her conduct, were guided by that intellect, from which she
drew all the charms and all the advantages possible. Who-
ever knew her was astonished to find how her intelligence and
natural capacity supplied the place of her want of knowledge
of the world, of persons, of affairs, upon all of which subjects,
her garret life in Parma, and afterwards her secluded life with
the King of Spain, hindered her from obtaining any real
instruction. The perspicuity she possessed, which enabled her
to see the right side of everything that came under her inspec-
tion, was undeniable, and this singular gift would have become
developed in her to perfection if its growth had not been
interrupted by the ill-humour she possessed; which it must bo
admitted the life she led was more than enough to give her.
She felt her talent and her strength, but did not feel tho
fatuity and pride which weakened them and rendered them
ridiculous. The current of her life was simple, smooth, with a
natural gaiety even, which sparkled through the eternal
restraint of her existence; and despite the ill-temper and the
sharpness which this restraint without rest gave her, she was
a woman ordinarily without pretension, and really charming.
When she arrived in Spain she was sure, in the first place,
of driving away Madame des Ursins, and of filling her place in
the government at once. She seized that place, and took pos-
session also of the King's mind, which she soon entirely ruled.

